
Stepping Like A Goose

Kept warily distanced from any old-fashioned expectations for a non-orchestrated, voice-
protective, professionally-respected interaction, seated alongside a convoluted mix of teachers 
mandated into attendance from multiple low-income buildings, experienced and inexperienced 
alike – in the name of a no-excuses test-score liability?

Novice recruits found themselves forced into participation at a never-ending run of top-
down, micro-managed, authority-led meetings.  And as, with each year’s replenishment of an 
ever more deregulated funding, a burgeoning club of accountability hopefuls pushed to establish 
personal footing aboard the enticingly financed innovation wagon – demanding, as they jockeyed 
for position, yet another round of no-excuses, everybody-must-attend bad teacher retrainings:

Well, as reform-imbued year followed reform-imbued year?
Each year’s supplemental supply of freshly inspired “experts” created the need for an 

additional run of meetings. 
Meetings, meetings – and then?

	
 More meetings.
Meetings, assemblies, trainings and conferences.
Workshops, forums, classes and seminars.
An evidently unlimited flow of gatherings ordered up, over and over, and then over again, 

for the obligatory retraining, curriculum review, data analysis, test administration, assessment 
preparation, grading preview, reform briefing, school-score debriefing, statistical application, 
exam interpretation, and day after day (after long, long day) of an assertively decided 
professional development.  And it was here, inside this overabundance of top-down, agenda-
controlled, daddy-knows-best assemblies, that new teachers seeking professional identity might 
find ample opportunity for studying the contemporary educator character.  Being exceptionally 
perceptive?

Studiously they taught themselves how to step in line.  
Repeatedly they observed that the good teachers of modern days (well, at least those 

clever enough to grasp what would be required for keeping not only employment but a 
necessarily attached paycheck) didn’t fight back.  Passively they acquiesced; tacitly they accepted 
the modern-day, top-down necessity of being treated – no matter age, no matter education, no 
matter experience, no matter ability – as flightily irresponsible and annoyingly unruly children.  

Naughtily bad children, perpetually in need of a finger-shaking chastisement.
Disobedient, rebellious children, forevermore obliging a spirit-breaking humiliation. 
Problematically resistant children, never-endingly compelling a fear-based emotional 

manipulation.  
Never allowed to experience a self-confidently interactive opposition, the perpetually 

interchanging stream of newest and youngest hires were strategically kept outside the fact that an 
especially vital and even system-sustaining crucial element of a truly democratic, truly public, 
truly all-student-inclusive structure of education (a sincerely classless structure doing its best to 
guardedly educate all students)?  

Well, the good teacher recruits of modern days were never likely to see that a critical 
facet of a truly democratic all-student-inclusive public system of education was not only the 
intentional empowerment of a long-term career-dedicated craft, but an additionally advocated 
respect for an experienced educator opinion.  And the even more necessary, although in days of 



an increasingly systematic union-busting, tenure-eliminating, test-based liability, each year less 
likely:

Teacher action. 

*Take a few minutes; look up the percent of hands-on educators employed by your district.  You may be surprised to 
find that in modern days, more than a few educational systems are now comprised of less than 50% teachers.  And 
that each year as the hierarchy titles instigated by a fanatical score-based reform increase, the number of actual 
hands-on student-interactive educators?  Continues to shrink. 


